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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The problem of classical radiation by electron in uniform circular motion 
was extensively discussed by Schott (1912). While Schott’s interest was to 
explain atomic structure SchAvinger (1912) repeated that analysis of the same 
jiroblom to find out the maximum energy limit to be obtained by synchro­
cyclotron. In  this paper attem pt has been made to obtain classical radiation by 
electron in uniform circular motion in the form of multipoles. An electric 
charge within the medium of dielectric constant e is moving in a circular orbit 
of radius B  with constant angular velocity o)q. The motion is assumed to be con­
fined in a plane and the angular distributions of the radiation have been obtained 
after integration of the usual energy term on the surface of a sphere.
^^pherical imve sohUion of MaxwM’s Equaiion :
The Maxwell’s equations for a source moving in a circular orbit of radius R 
and constant angular velocity uq in the medium of dielectric constant e.
vV -
V*A- e
=  — p ... (1)e
= Jc ... (2)
whore 0, A, p, J  have their usual meaning. Out of these two equations (1) and
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(2) solution of single equation is enough to determine the two quantities A, 
since 4>, A  are related by the Guago
The potentials .4, and the source density p{x), J(x) are transformed in space 
and time according to the general rule of Fourier transforms.
1^F(x, 1) — /  d^K f  dw F(K, -  *«’<
and the equations (1) and (2) are transformed into
[k ^ -  ] ^(K , CO) -  p(K, CO) ... (3)
j A(K, CO) =  ^  J(K , CO) ... (4)
with reference to a spherical polar co-ordinate system we assign the position of 
the charged particle at any instant to be at {E, tt/2) while the position of ob­
servation point has the co-ordinate (r, <f>, 0).
From the knowledge of Fourier transforms (Morse et al).
p(K, Co) — - J ain u coa(QQt-v)]—iwi dt27T .. (5)
substituting (6) in (3) and applying the same technique of Fourier transforms, 
wo obtain
^^ (w) 12e _  e(o) (2^ )®/* J Jei’K. X  —iKH [sin u eoa {uot-v)]-iwt d^K dt
2e 1 
e(<  ^ (2;r)“/* 2  am„5(o-mcoo)e»V»^p5*(co8d)j„(V®“ iz)A„ ( ^ 3“  r) ... (6)
Multipoh Expansion of the Electromagnetic fields
The components of the Electromagnetic fields in (r, 6) directions
Er =  - ^ -  \ - A r  =  0 dr
„  _  I dA(^ _  1 d<t> 
C dt T  d<l>
w  d«i)___^
c* dt r djS
*' r  sm ^  dd ^
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^  __ dA (p  — _  ® ^
 ^ r sin ^  dO O r  sin ^  dO
=  0
=  -  /  (rA(!>) =  ^  I  (rd>)" r  d r  cr  d r  ’
From (6) 4>(<) is obtained from the rule of Fourier transform
^ (0 =  “TiT" X 0(<i>)e~*M< dto asy/2n
<>(«) == -g ^2 )^2 2Sam„e^"'Vn”‘(cos d)e~irnu„fj^(^f,mfi)h„ ( J
For energy transfer in the radial direction wo require only and Hg, which are 
when expanded in multipoles,
E<fn, m =  + im ^ ~  Og— A
SS o)„ — - I j  SSaTO„c-*'««o<xc‘“ ”P„”* (cosd)
BfntOQ ^
... (7)
^  neglecting other terms,c a r
... (8)
Angular distribution of muUipole radiation
The electromagnetic fields as obtained from (7) and (8) when terms upto
are retained
2  g
UVemfi)e*”'* P«"* (cos0)
3gWemp)e*^ P ^ e o e d )
10
The time averaged power radiated per unit solid angle is 
The tabic lists some of the simpler angular distributions.
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m
i  1 ±  2
1
Dipole
2
Quadrupole
— (1—3 co&^O 16
+ 4  008*0)
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